
IKEA SEGMENTATION AND STRATEGY

IKEA segmentation, targeting and positioning involves a set of consequent decisions that constitute the core of
company's marketing strategy.

In addition, as you can see, IKEA has almost the entire main social network site. Journal of Marketing
Education, 30 1 ,  Hence, its product should be show its furniture made for every individual, 5 and give
feelings of young with perfect efficiency. A new kind was invented by Sweden Company. The US community
is the diversity of culture where present for many cultures in the world. Also, there are different use of
technology throughout the Ikea store that uses the advanced programs to assist the consumers to determine the
appropriate products. By the way, it still has a chance to keep grow and hit the ceiling at 6. Culture c. In fact,
IKEA had to customize its products based on local needs. Customers will surely have a lot of options to
choose from and this strategy creates a demand for customers as they wander around the store, discover a wide
variety of things that they want to buy. X-Board was created to be a light option to medium density fiberboard.
IKEA inherit Scandinavian design from it home land but they should give local host country taste in their
products. The company has launched a new viability project which will take it through the year of  They
ascertain that in Europe and the United States, the strategic market are mainly focused on for the lower income
category and the middle income families in these region, of their affordable pursuit. Most prefers ordering
their customised design furniture online. Wei, R. Now, the online media e. Revenues from Asia and Australia
reached E2, They are dependent on home appliances, and here IKEA technological ability give more profit to
it. Both provide consumers opportunities and ideas to build the perfect home. You will see that Florida income
always below the national income. This is a strategic planning tool that identifies the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats of an organization [1]. Therefore, these customers are seeking the simple products
that can provide the comfort. Reducing a lower price in several ways: Economics of Scales IKEA adopted a
system that using large-scaled economies to contract for long-term producers for their goods, so as to set its
price cheaper. Moreover, IKEA has always been keen on providing the mass majority with well designed,
good quality and low price household furniture. Social Class e. Indeed, the US culture is embed in innovative
designs and products which IKEA influence a lot a consumers who may approach IKEA products with cheap
price, good quality and modern design. However, the flat-pack distribution channel allows the consumers for
an easier access of public transportation from the store to their homes for the assembly of their purchase.
Information Processing The weaker sides of IKEA management, where they need much emphasize in order to
make their product more valuable, demanding, and unique. The company is the world 's largest furniture
retailer. As they have change their small glasses into big glasses for U. Considering from next graph, the
unemployment rate of Florida is decreasing almost one-half since from around 


